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the digital vices and planet friendly 
alternatives. Targeting the main areas 
of concern: archiving, communicating, 
devices, navigation and streaming.

321
data terms glossary. Describing the 
most widely-used words surrounding 
data and providing some less alluding, 
descriptive lexical alternatives.

creating bottom-up political change. 
Curated advice and direct action 
methods to support the cause and 
achieve legislative change.
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Vice: Having many tabs open.

Alternative: Creating a document with 
the addresses, bookmarking, or simply 
closing unnecessary tabs is crucial to 
avoid idle data waste.

streaming

Vice: Repeatedly streaming the same 
content.

Alternative: Reduce your streaming as 
much as possible, if you are intending 
on consuming the same media 
repeatedly the best approach is to 
download it on your own device. This is 
especially important when it comes to 
video, as it represents about 60% of 

Vice: Idle Streaming such as falling 
asleep to content or background 
playing.

Alternative: Deactivate autoplay in your 
application services, set a timer on your 
device or simply enjoyed already 

downloaded content. Although 
electricity is still being used backing up 
content ensures that you are only able 
to play however much content you 
have indicated (for example queuing 2 
movies or albums). Instead of platforms 
streaming for hours on end. So in itself 

playing time.

-
ing.

Alternative: First check what resolution 
your device can display. Oftentimes 
people will stream 4k content, when 
their device does not support it, 
consuming just as much as if for 
streaming in 4k, but without any of the 

if your device supports the level of 
quality it is important to adjust the 

harmful kind of digital behaviour, so 
whenever possible try and stream at a 
lower quality. 

Vice: Streaming Video only for the 
Audio.

Alternative: It is important to seek a 

audio instead of streaming. If there is 
no other alternative, streaming in a 
lower quality is advised.

method of discovery

   Shadowing

   Workshops 

aim

   Understand digital 
vices

habits

   Lower your personal 
carbon footprint
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temporary store of data used in web browsers to save frequently 
accessed web pages.
alternative: internet knowledge stockpile 

buzzword that refers to any Internet-based application or service 
that is hosted remotely. In telecoms, this is the part of the network 
through which data passes between two points.
alternative: data processor, digital information processor

refers to the vast amounts of structured and unstructured data that 
can come from a myriad of sources. 
alternative: wealth of information/ computerised information

big data

cache

cloud
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cloud computing

cloud storage
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device. This can come in many forms such as automatic account 

alternative: sleeper use, unknowing digital pollution

A physical facility that houses many servers and data storage 
devices. Data centres might belong to a single organization or sell 
their services to many organizations. This is a facility containing 
many networked computers used for storing, processing, and 
distributing large amounts of data. It houses IT equipment such as 

the building such as power supplies, backup generators and 
ventilation systems. As the focal point of critical IT operations, data 
centres are the beating heart of a business.
alternative:facility, computer centre, digital information factory, 
machine hive, web hive, web operations

data centre

idle data use
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contact us
to contribute to our alternative digital dictionary.

digitalbehaviours@gmail.com
0770458780

streaming



advocate for reform

Contact your local representatives: 

representatives.  This also helps you 
build a relationship with them. Try to 
keep your calls focused on one issue at 
a time.  You might have a lot you want 
to address with your representative, but 
you will get your point across better if 
you focus on issues individually instead 
of leaving a message with your 
opinions on all issues at once.

Track important legislation: 
If you are passionate about this 
particular issue you can track legisla-

being made.

Meet with representatives: 
The best way to get your message 
across is in person.  So, while setting up 
a meeting with your representative 
might seem scary, it can be highly 
important.  It is hard to ignore the 
opinions of someone sitting right in 

their calendar, so do not give up!  Keep 

something up.

take a zoom stance

Although there are many instances 
such as mandatory testing that require 
individuals to turn on their camera 
during virtual calls, try and keep your 
camera usage to a minimum where 

using only your audio during virtual 
meetings is 96% less harmful to the 
environment.

Make this an opportunity to inform 
others! You can use our custom zoom 
icons to display when your camera is 

being rude, just mindful to the 
environment! Access them here.

creating bottom-up political change
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going analogue

Advocating in person although 

ways of spreading awareness. Taking a 
digital sabbatical is always recom-
mended, both as a statement and to 
reduce your personal digital carbon 
footprint.

target your social media posts

Make your social media be an 

and bold content you can raise 
awareness towards the issues of digital 
pollution. 

We have curated a database of social 
media icons and posts you can use and 
personalise to communicate your 

method of action

   Digital

   Analogue

aim

   Taking a stand

   Contributing towards 
legislative support

   Popularising the cause

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UoPEafVkpV7aRxSRegmdSzuFbw9_aixe/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/14RHaHHmPnMGnE0hPS5cNgIGPhDjGcLNG?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/14RHaHHmPnMGnE0hPS5cNgIGPhDjGcLNG?usp=sharing


thank you.
We appreciate your time. For more information 
or to contribute to the project, contact us here:

digitalbehaviours@gmail.com
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